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I've tried to adjust my rear suspension, but after removing the side panel and tool kit holder,
there's no room between the frame struts to move the 'C' spanner through one click. Has
anyone managed this supposedly simple task? Like Dislike. As straight forward as Suzuki tries
to make shock adjustment seem, they cover their collective asses wtih this little addendum I
copied directly from the owner's manual: "NOTE: If it is hard to adjust the spring pre-road,
remove the bolts and move the battery box. Bugger I was hoping I wouldn't have to do that. On
my Suzuki DRZ it was a right Bastard, I had to get a big big screwdriver in the right area an hit it
to move it a bit. Then repeat, then repeat, then repeat, then repeat. Would it could make a
difference to how easy or hard it is to adjust it, if you jacked the bike up to take some of the
pressure off of the spring? No, unfortunately. There is not enough distance between the two
frame uprights to move the 'C' spanner through one click. Farmboy wrote: "NOTE: If it is hard to
adjust the spring pre-road, remove the bolts and move the battery box. You don't have to
remove the battery box, just undo the back two bolts under the seat and lift it out of the way.
Thanks FB I took the opportunity to give it a lick of polish whilst the panels were off. Prince 'O'
Darkness wrote: I took the opportunity to give it a lick of polish whilst the panels were off. Thats
what I do every time I take something off for any reason because you never know when you will
get to that part of the bike again. Prince 'O' Darkness wrote: I've tried to adjust my rear
suspension So how would you know if your suspention needs adjusting? Do Suzuki set it up for
a particular rider weight? Is it just the rear you adjust or do you do the front as well? Sorry for
all the questions but after Dave "The Intruder" said that the bluesmans tyre fitter needs fekin
shooting or words similar to that for not putting the tyre pressure high enougth after fitting a
new tyre, I also put a few more pounds of pressure in and found a massive difference in
handling from the sloppy handling that I did have at the lower pressure. So if there is other ways
of making my bike better than it already is, then I want in :yeahman:. I find the ride to be a bit
bouncy, especially on uneven roads. Plus I'll be loading it up with luggage at some point, so I
thought I'd try different settings. The manual says it's factory set at 3, out of a full scale of 7,
though I found mine to be at 5, even though I'd never touched it before. Of course, when I
bought it, the dealer could have thought "he's a bit of a fat knacker" and set it accordingly.
Prince 'O' Darkness wrote: I find the ride to be a bit bouncy, especially on uneven roads. Well
being being a bit of a "fat Knacker" myself I think I might have a look at mine at the weekend.
Well being being a bit of a "fat Knacker" myself I think I might have a look at mine at the
weekend Join the club, I am also a "fat Knacker" never heard that one before so as I am off work
this week I will look at mine 2morrow, and if it's on the factory preset I will try it at 5 setting. If it
is at 3 setting of 7 then there is no way It can be right for me, I am probably 5st over what they
set it for. Guys How did you all end up with this one? Since I've removed the 2 boat anchors of
the back mufflers the suspension is shocking. I rode today and it was like a bucking bronco
around back road bumpy bends. It was embarising holding everyone one up and watching the
ones in front disappear. Wow I am shocked that it made that much difference, are sur that it is
not just coincidental and you actually have a seperate issue with the suspension that has reared
it's ugly head at the same time? Who knows, rode similar roads the week before with few
issues. How is the frame geometery designed to compensate for that much weight hanging of
one side. I'll do all the usual checks before I adjust anything. Check your rear tyre for
blisters,also check that you have not lost your balance weights off the wheel. Altering your
exaust should in no way make it handle that badly,you have only lost a few pounds in weight.
Your statement: Who knows, rode similar roads the week before with few issues. This seems to
me that you have had issues before doing the exaust. In any case I hope you find the problem
and send some feedback. It would make no difference at all and when you think about it its not
very heavy at all. If removing that amount of weight made a dramatic difference to how the bike
handled then there would not be 4 settings on the suspension, the would actually need to be
about 20 when you consider that there is no such thing as an average weight biker and the bike
should reasonably expect to take a rider of between probably 8 to 25 plus stone. And I very
much doubt that any of us are actually sat on the bike with our body weight evenly distributed
on both sides of the bike. Thanks for the input I'll take it all on board. Now back to the original
thread topic. Done a few checks tonight. I thought it was only my pushbike tyres that lost air by
themselves, guess a tube is a tube.. I'll check the pre load setting at the weekend. The pre load
on mine has 7 settings. Adjusted mine just after I got it But I remember thinking at the time
"This'll be a bastard to adjust the oter way ". But I remember thinking at the time "This'll be a
bastard to adjust the oter way " I might do the same, a lot of the single lane back roads we are
riding would have been dirt roads at one stage that have been asphalted. Could also just be that
I am crap at going round corners. Hi there, Anyone riding with setting 2? Mine is factory setting
3 I'm 70kg and still feel it stiff. My girlfriend is quite skinny 50kg she almost bounces off from
the back seat after the smallest bump on the road. Here I only read about hardening it up. But
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traffic Top Keywords by Traffic Top organic keywords that are driving traffic to this site. Top
Keywords by Traffic Top organic keywords that are driving traffic to this site. Search Traffic.
Search Traffic Search Traffic The percentage of organic search referrals to this site that come
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searched across all search engines. Traffic to Competitors. Start free trial for all Keywords.
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be used to evaluate a site's reputation on the internet. About Sites Linking In. Sites by how
many other sites drive traffic to them Sites by Referrals Ordered by how many other websites
link to them, which can be used to evaluate a site's reputation on the internet. Start free trial for
all Referral Sites. Top Keywords. Search Traffic The percentage of organic search referrals to
this site that come from this keyword. Share of Voice Organic Share of Voice The percentage of
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Performance Measure your site's popularity with Alexa's traffic analysis tools. Alexa Rank
Estimate Estimated Metrics Estimates are based on traffic patterns across millions of web users
throughout the world, and use data normalization to correct for biases. About estimated
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o correct for biases. Audience Geography Estimate Estimated Metrics Estimates are based on
traffic patterns across millions of web users throughout the world, and use data normalization
to correct for biases. No Results Try searching for a popular competing website instead, and
then look at their traffic statistics. Try Checking a Competing Website. Site Metrics Estimate
Estimated Metrics Estimates are based on traffic patterns across millions of web users
throughout the world, and use data normalization to correct for biases. Engagement Past 90
Days. Calculating Sites Linking In. Total Sites Linking In Sites that link to this site, recalculated
weekly. Start free trial for all Sites Linking In. Recurring Site Audits give you an action plan to
keep your site fully optimized for search. Audience Analysis Tools identify the sites and topics
your audience cares about most. Backlink Analysis Tools identify link building and partnership
opportunities to help grow your authority and traffic.

